


All You Need to Win in Today’s 
Used Car Market

PROVISIONING
The Provisioning tool brings the vehicles with the 
highest potential in your live local market directly to 
your lot, so you can generate more profit. It’s a real-
time view of what to buy, what to pay and exactly 
where to find it.

PRICING
Price every used vehicle on your lot to maximize 
your VDPs, your turns and your profits. Armed 
with all the numbers you need, you can effectively 
compete for the top spot on customers’ online 
shopping lists and drive more traffic to your 
showroom.

 

APPRAISING
The Appraising tool provides multiple exit 
strategies for every vehicle you appraise — so you 
know the retail, wholesale and subprime potential 
before you get into the car. And it tells you what 
identically equipped vehicles are selling for in your 
live local retail market, so you can determine your 
precise margin potential.

MERCHANDISING
All the data you need to monitor and access your  
used car listings, on autoTRADER.ca and 
various third-party sites – all in one place. The 
Merchandising feature of the Provision® Suite 
lets you create more accurate, consistent vehicle 
listings across multiple online channels and 
enhance your used car merchandising workflow.

DEAL FINDER
The market for buyers with low credit scores 
is only getting bigger. Quickly find the right 
inventory for credit-challenged buyers, so you’ll 
always have the car you need to close the sale.

AUTOWRITER
Cut down on time and create more accurate 
detailed descriptions that feature all the details 
consumers are searching for. AutoWriter is an 
automated description writing tool that simplifies 
the process of creating relevant, compelling and 
well-constructed vehicle descriptions. 

MOBILE
Provision® brings together all the used vehicle 
information you need — wherever you need it 
— thanks to the industry’s leading fully mobile, 
fully optimized inventory management system. 
Available as an app on a smartphone or tablet, 
the Provision® Suite allows you to drive decisions 
directly from your mobile device. Whether you’re 
in the office, on the lot, at the auction or on the 
go, the ability to access information and make 
inventory decisions is always at your fingertips.

Available for download at:

PREMIUM SUPPORT AND SERVICE
Provision® is the only product in the market that provides the additional support of dedicated Performance 
Managers. All Provision® subscribers have access to an experienced automotive expert who helps you increase 
your inventory turns and gross profit.

1.800.661.3463 livemarketdata@trader.ca  go.trader.ca/provision   

WHAT DO TODAY’S 
TOP PERFORMING 
DEALERS HAVE IN 
COMMON?
They make decisions based on live 
data. They align every effort with an 
overall strategy. And they work in 
real time, from desktop to mobile.

They do it all with one solution — 
Provision®, powered by vAuto.

DATA
Provision® is the only inventory 
management solution on the 
market that leverages exclusive 
autoTRADER.ca live market data 
to provide you with accurate and 
localized insights.

INSIGHT
No other solution helps you leverage 
your data better. Provision’s® report 
card and letter grades convert 
complex market data into easy-to-
understand conclusions that drive 
fast decision-making.

ACCESS
Start any appraisal with a simple 
VIN scan from your smartphone or 
tablet. Once you purchase a vehicle, 
you can price it competitively in near 
real-time from that same device.

vAuto PROVISION® 

Download on the

App Store
Get it on

Google Play



Don’t wait any longer.
Get started with Provision® today.

1.800.661.3463

livemarketdata@trader.ca

 go.trader.ca/provision   


